During casting often a dendritic microstructure is formed, resulting in a columnar or equiaxed grain structure, or leading to a transition from columnar to equiaxed growth (CET). Especially the detailed knowledge of the critical parameters for CET is important, because the microstructure determines significantly the materials properties. To provide unique data for testing of fundamental theories of grain and microstructure formation, solidification experiments in microgravity environment were performed within the ESA MAP project CETSOL. Reduced gravity allows for pure diffusive solidification conditions, i.e., suppressing melt flow and sedimentation and floatation effects. On-board the International Space Station ISS Al-7wt%Si alloys with and without grain refiners were solidified in different temperature gradients and with different cooling conditions. Detailed analysis of the microstructure and the grain structure showed columnar growth in case of non-refined alloy. CET was detected 2 only for refined alloys, either as a sharp CET in case of a sudden increase of the solidification velocity, or as a progressive CET in case of a continuous decrease of the temperature gradient. The unique experimental data were used for numerical modelling of CET with three different approaches: (i) a front tracking model using an equiaxed growth model, (ii) a 3D CAFE model, (iii) a 3D dendrite needle network (DNN) method. Each model allows predicting the columnar dendrite tip undercooling and the growth rate with respect time. Furthermore, the positions of CET and the spatial extent of the CET, being sharp or progressive, are in reasonably good quantitative agreement with experimental measurements.
Introduction
Materials properties of cast components are determined strongly by their microstructures. During casting often a dendritic microstructure is formed. As a result of competition between the growth of several arrays of dendrites, columnar or equiaxed grain structures, or a transition from columnar to equiaxed growth is observed. The precise investigation on grain formation is hampered by buoyancy-driven flow and by movement of crystals growing in the melt. To allow for pure diffusive solidification conditions, i.e. suppressing melt flow and sedimentation effects, experiments in microgravity environment were performed, which provide unique data for testing fundamental theories of grain and microstructure formation. 
Microgravity experiments with Al-7wt%Si alloys i) Experimental set-up and process parameters
Several experiments in microgravity were carried out successfully to investigate especially the columnar-toequiaxed transition under diffusive conditions for heat and mass transport:
First, within a Batch1 six solidification experiments were performed in the Materials Science Laboratory (MSL) with the Low Gradient Furnace (LGF) module on-board the International Space Station (ISS). Rod-like samples with diameter 7.8 mm and length 245 mm made of Al-7wt%Si alloys, with (gr) and without grain refiner particles, were used and integrated in a special sample cartridge assembly (SCA) together with 12 thermocouples positioned along the sample (Figure 1 ). The main parts of the LGF are the 'cold zone' which consists of 3 heaters, the 'hot zone' which consists of 4 heaters, and an adiabatic zone in between. By controlling the temperatures of the heaters a temperature gradient along the sample axis develops. Melting or solidification of the metallic alloy is realized by a movement of the furnace insert along the axis of the fixed sample with a defined speed. Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the Batch1 flight experiments. At the beginning of the solidification phase the furnace is in its end position and the set heater temperatures allow for an initial temperature gradient along the sample axis of about 0.9K/mm. The solidification stage I with v1=10μm/s for z1=20mm was identical for all experiments (see Table 1 ) and is expected to generate a columnar dendritic growth. A transition to equiaxed growth should be triggered in the solidification stage II, either by increasing the furnace movement to v2=200μm/s (B1-FM1 to B1-FM3) or mainly decreasing the temperature gradient by applying a cooling rate of dT/dt=4K/min at the heaters of the hot zone (B1-FM4 to B1-FM6).
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ii) Experimental Results
Based on the temperature measurements along the sample axis cooling curves for all Batch1 and Batch2a samples were determined. Also, the average liquidus isotherm velocities and the temperature gradients ahead of the liquidus isotherm were deduced as function of time. It was found that grain refinement and RMF have almost negligible influence on the heat flow.
From axial and longitudinal cross-sections of the samples the microstructure and grain structures were identified.
Quantitative evaluation of the microstructure showed the development of eutectic percentage as well as the dendrite arm spacing along the sample axis. From electrolytically etched cross-sections observed in a polarized microscope the different grain structures were identified. Additionally from quantitative EBSD measurements the size (equivalent diameter), the crystallographic orientation and the elongation factor of each grain was determined.
Some results for the Batch1 benchmark experiments are already published [1 -4] and are summarized here briefly:
• In non-refined alloy (samples B1-FM3 and B1-FM4; see Table 1 ) no CET was observed, but columnar dendritic growth with some fragmentation. The fragments have a size comparable to the dendrite sidebranch spacing and cannot promote CET during solidification in microgravity environment.
• CET was obtained only for refined alloys (see Table 1 ). In case of the sudden increase of the solidification velocity (samples B1-FM1 and B1-FM2) a sharp CET within a few mm distance was observed, based on the evaluation of the grain size. In case of a decrease of the temperature gradient resulting also in a moderate increase of solidification velocity the formation of elongated and equiaxed grains is found (samples B1-FM5
and B1-FM6). At the end of this transition region of several tenth of mm fully equiaxed grains are detected.
Therefore, a progressive CET mode exists.
The evaluation of the Batch2a samples is still in progress. As a recent result, in the following section a comparative analysis of two flight samples -one from Batch1 (B1-FM1) and one from Batch2a (B2-FM1) -is given. Figure 2 shows at interdendrite region that are later transformed into eutectic. In stage II, the velocity increase leads to a fine dendritic microstructure and stronger dendrite competition that creates a more homogeneous eutectic distribution.
Moreover, when comparing the two samples, we can see that for the same growth velocity, higher temperature gradient leads to a shorter mushy zone during solidification, which accordingly decreases the growth and ripening time of the dendritic microstructure in this region. Therefore, for other comparable parameters, the increase of the temperature gradient leads to a finer microstructure. Considering the grain structure observed by optical microscopy, both samples are columnar during stage I and equiaxed in stage II, which confirms a columnar-to-equiaxed transition in both experiments, triggered by the increase of the solidification velocity. However, the equiaxed grains in B2-FM1 appear to be more elongated than in B1-FM1. The longest length of the initial columnar zone is defined as the CET inception [5] , and noted CETmin in Fig. 2 . This position is 127 mm for B1-FM1 and 134 mm for B2-FM1.
For quantitative evaluation of the CET, the grain structure is also investigated using EBSD measurements. Fig. 3 shows the grain equivalent diameter and elongation factor longitudinal profiles calculated from the EBSD maps.
For both samples, the equivalent diameter decreases from stage I to stage II as expected with an increase of growth rate. In the case of B1-FM1, the elongation factor remains constant and lower than 2 except at one isolated position after CETmin, indicating an equiaxed zone covering the stage II and a sharp CET according to Hunt's model [6] .
Similarly to B1-FM1, the equivalent diameter of B2-FM1 decreases from stage I to stage II, while the elongation factor mainly stays close above 2 after CETmin up to 156 mm. Therefore, the equiaxed grains are elongated in this region defining a progressive CET. It should be noted that an important deviation of the elongation factor is observed for this sample at about 148 mm. This is due to the existence of the porosity observed on Fig. 2 , which was excluded during the calculation of the elongation factor.
A higher velocity enhances the constitutional undercooling ahead of the solidification front, leading to the CET in both samples. However, the higher temperature gradient of 4K/mm is the major reason for progressive CET in B2-FM1. Indeed, grain nucleation takes place and stops the columnar growth in both samples. However, due to the higher temperature gradient in B2-FM1, nucleation takes place in a shorter undercooled region, preventing copious and simultaneous nucleation necessary to obtain sharp CET [7] . 
Numerical modelling of CET
The flight experiments provide unique data for columnar-to-equiaxed transition in Al-7wt%Si alloy for pure diffusive solidification conditions, i.e. without melt flow and sedimentation effects. That's why they are used to improve several approaches for numerical modelling of CET, i.e.:
• Columnar Front Tracking model with an equiaxed growth model;
• Cellular Automaton -Finite Element (CAFE) method;
• Dendritic Needle Network (DNN) method.
i) CET modelling using front tracking approach
An approach that combines Front Tracking (FT) of columnar growth [8] and an Equiaxed Volume Averaging method 
ii) CET modelling using CAFE method
The Cellular Automaton -Finite Element (CAFE) method was proposed to model complex phenomena occurring during solidification processes through the integration of microscopic laws. Resolutions developed at microscopic and macroscopic scales are modelled [16] [17] [18] [19] . The conservation equations for energy, solute mass and momentum are solved on a tetragonal FE mesh, which is defined on the domain of interest. A grid of cubic cells is superimposed on to the FE mesh and used by the CA method. Each cell is precisely located in one of the FE element and the macroscopic fields may be interpolated at the cell scale if required.
Results of 2D CAFE modelling of the grain structure evolution and the occurrence of the CET for some of the CETSOL Batch1 experiments are already published [2, 20, 21] . Qualitative agreement was obtained for the position of CET and the CET transition mode, which is sharp in B1-FM1 and progressive in B1-FM5 sample.
Further comparisons of the distributions of grain elongation factor and equivalent diameter were conducted and revealed also a fair quantitative agreement.
Now, the CAFE model was extended to the simulation of the B1-FM1 experiment in 3D. Simulation is restricted to the material without considering the whole equipment and its effect on temperature evolution. The sample is virtually divided and simulation of the solidification process is limited to the single domain of interest corresponding to positions from thermocouple TC5 to TC12. Initially, the whole simulation domain is made of a homogeneous liquid of nominal concentration. A Dirichlet boundary condition is used to impose the temperature at the position of the thermocouples. At the macroscopic scale, the energy and solute mass conservations are solved assuming constant densities and fixed solids. Simulation is based on the FE method with about 42,000 isotropic and homogeneous elements and about 9,000 nodes using linear interpolation. At the microscopic scale, the WangBeckerman model of microsegregation is used with primary arm spacing λ 1 = 1,000 µm [20] and secondary arm spacing λ 2 = 78 µm [20] . Nucleation occurs at the bottom of the simulated part of the sample (TC5). Growth kinetics is approximated with the Ivantsov' solution and the marginal stability criterion using σ = ( 4 2 Due to the local temperature history and the nucleation parameters, only a columnar grain structure can first develop, the dendrite growth undercooling being too small to favor nucleation of equiaxed grains. After 2,000 s (see Table 1 ), velocity is increased and so is the columnar front undercooling. Liquid cells exist ahead of the columnar front containing a nucleation site sufficiently undercooled to give birth to equiaxed grains. As can be seen by comparison of the simulation and experimental grain structure, qualitative comparison is reached.
Moreover, the CET position is accurately and precisely predicted. The CET is measured at 133.2 mm using the same criterion as in reference 3 with 3D data inducing a larger error ( Figure 6 ). The relative error with the experiments is less than 5%. Previous exhaustive explanations [20, 21] of the CET appearance remain valid. The velocity jump increases the constitutional undercooling leading to heterogeneous nucleation of equiaxed grains blocking the columnar front.
To further improve the present computations, the methodology developed within the DNN model (see next chapter) for computation of the dendrite tip growth kinetics is presently under implementation in the CAFE model. 
iii) CET modelling using DNN method
To model the columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) in microgravity experiments, we use a three-dimensional (3D) multi-scale Dendritic Needle Network (DNN) method that tracks the diffusion-controlled dynamics of branches of the hierarchically structured dendritic network to model the solidification of dendritic alloys on the grain scale. This approach models explicitly the growth kinetics of all branches of the hierarchical dendritic network (including primary, secondary, and tertiary branches) that interact diffusively via the solutal field. The DNN model describes the dendritic tip as a paraboloid [22, 23] and the dynamic of each dendrite is prescribed by two conditions that determine the evolution of its tip velocity V and radius ρ [24, 25] .
We model the two CETSOL experiments B1-FM1 and B1-FM5 (see Table 1 ). To investigate the CET, the DNN model is discretized in space on a finite difference cubic grid and the code is implemented on graphics processing units (GPUs) using the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). To keep the simulations computationally tractable, we study the CET in a 3D rectangular slab geometry of dimensions Lx x Ly x Lz with Ly = 7mm ≈ d, Lx chosen large enough to include the CET, and the slab thickness Lz = 1mm chosen much smaller than Ly or Lz but large enough to accurately model 3D dendrite growth kinetics.
The tip selection parameter σ = 0.058 is used in this study [23, 24] . We model the growth of randomly oriented grains ahead of the columnar front by incorporating nucleation on foreign inoculant particles randomly located in the melt. We choose a nucleation undercooling ∆Tn = 4K [2] and an effective density 1.25/mm 3 [1] . We use the measured temperatures at the 12 thermocouples along the sample as input data into the model. The initial condition consists of an array of columnar dendrites [23] with an undercooling ∆Tc ini that was varied in the range of 2K to 8K.
The results of the DNN simulations for samples B1-FM1 and B1-FM5 are shown in Fig. 7 . Figs exhibit sharp or progressive CET depending on the thermal conditions. As a next step in this project, DNN simulations will be extended to cylindrical bulk samples. This will allow us to compare simulated 3D grain structures to measurements of grain size and orientation using serial sectioning [26] . Furthermore, the DNN method will be used to model the growth of equiaxed dendrites solidified in microgravity in the transparent model alloy Neopentylglycol-dCamphor during the sounding rocket mission MASER-13. Table 1 ).A sharp CET is observed in FM1 (CETmin = 125mm and CETmax = 129mm) and a more progressive CET is observed in FM5 (CETmin = 130mm and CETmax = 156mm) [2] . 
Conclusion
This paper summarizes results obtained so far from solidification experiments on-board the International Space Station ISS by the CETSOL team. In the Materials Science Laboratory Al-7wt%Si alloys with and without grain refiners were solidified in diffusive conditions. Detailed analysis of the microstructure and the grain structure showed columnar growth with some fragments in case of non-refined alloy. CET was detected only for refined alloys. In case of the sudden increase of the solidification velocity a sharp CET within a few mm distance was observed. A progressive CET mode exists in case of a continuous decrease of the temperature gradient. Then, a longer transition region with elongated equiaxed grains exists, followed by fully equiaxed growth.
The unique experimental data basis was used for numerical modelling of CET with three different methods:
(i) A front tracking model using an equiaxed growth model which applies JMAK theory, predicts the columnar dendrite tip undercooling, the growth rate, the temperature gradient with respect time, and sharp or progressive CET. Good agreement is found between the simulated and experimentally measured CET position.
(ii) Using a CAFE model both segregation and grain structures, as well as CET, were numerically modelled in 3D.
The CET transition mode, be it sharp or progressive, is retrieved. Distributions of grain elongation factor and equivalent diameter are fairly reproduced. Moreover, the CET positions are predicted accurately and precisely. 
Outlook
The experimental data basis for description of CET under diffusive conditions will be extended in the next years.
Therefore, within the CETSOL project solidification experiments with three different hypo-eutectic AlCu alloys, with and without grain refiner, will be performed in reduced gravity on the ISS. Applying different cooling conditions may result in different types of CET. Selected parts of these samples and of the already processed Al7wt%Si samples will additionnally be used for a 3D-reconstruction of the grain structure by serial sectioning [26, 27] . Such 3D features of the structures will be investigated to improve the knowledge of the grain competition, microstructure formation and CET, and these results will be coupled with further numerical simulations, especially in 3D.
To investigate the dynamics of columnar and equiaxed growth as well as of the CET the transparent organic alloy Neopentylglycol-(d)Camphor system is used, which solidifies like a metal. As part of the CETSOL project the sounding rocket experiment MEDI (Multiple Equiaxed Dendrite Interaction) was performed on MASER-13 sounding rocket flight to study in-situ free dendrite growth and solutal interaction between close crystals under microgravity conditions without sedimentation of the equiaxed crystals and melt flow [28] . Now, the experiment serves as benchmark-experiment for modelling of equiaxed growth at different length scales. This alloy system will also be used for future experiments in the Materials Science Glovebox on-board the ISS. Therefore, on behalf of ESA, the TRANSPARENT facility is under development [29] . In experiments with different (d)Camphor compositions especially the time-dependent evolution of CET for different cooling conditions will be investigated using optical CCD cameras. Again, the results will be used to improve modelling of dendrite growth and interaction.
